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Forrest School was a place for all kinds of
young animals to learn and to make friends.
The pigs, the sheep, the cows and the
ponies all got along and were friendly and
kind to each other. But there was one animal
that was mean and liked to bother the
others and bully them – Wolfer.

In particular, Wolfer loved to pick on the
Three Little Pig Brothers, Strawert, Edwood and
Brickster on the playground. But one day, he decided to
see if he could be mean to them online as well. He
clapped his hands together and laughed!
He’d hack and he’d crack and he’d blow their accounts
open!

First, Wolfer went after Strawert to see if
he could get into his computer and
delete all the work he had been busy
with for their big school project. He

went onto Strawert’s Facebook page
and saw that Strawert was a big fan of
pop star, LilRed. So Wolfer created an
email that said “Congratulations!
Because you’re her biggest fan, you’ve

won tickets to LilRed’s next concert” and
sent it to Strawert.
That afternoon, Strawert was so
excited when he got the email,
he didn’t think clearly and
just clicked on the link to get
the tickets. But when he
did, he downloaded a
virus onto his laptop that
deleted all of his hard work!
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Satisfied with his trick, Wolfer decided to go
after Edwood next. Edwood was really
good at school projects and loved to post
on Social Media. So Wolfer decided to
hack into his accounts to steal the school
project for himself as well as ruin Edwood’s
posts. Wolfer looked at Edwood’s Snapchat
account and saw that Edwood really loved
his pet beetle, Bugsy, more than anything else in the
world. So Wolfer guessed that “bugsy” might just be
Edwood’s password.. and he was right! Within a few

minutes, he had stolen all of Edwood’s
schoolwork and posted all kinds of

horrible things on Edwood’s
Instagram account, pretending to be

him. When Edwood logged in later
that day, everyone was really angry

with him for posting such nasty
things… but he didn’t do it! It took a
long time to get everyone to believe
that someone else had posted under
his name.



Wolfer was on a roll and couldn’t wait to get
the last Little Pig, Brickster. Brickster was a
smart little pig who was often on his laptop,

doing his projects, playing online
games or using Social Media. Wolfer
was sure it would be easy to trick him!
But when he searched for Brickster
online, all of his Social Media accounts

were private and Wolfer couldn’t see anything
that he could use to guess Brickster’s password or trick
him into clicking on anything. So instead, he logged into
an online game and tried to befriend Brickster there and
earn his trust. But Brickster was a smart Pig and he knew
never to talk to strangers online that he hadn’t made
friends with in real life. But Wolfer kept messaging him
and messaging him. So eventually, Brickster told his
trusted adult, MamaPig all about the stranger who was
bothering him online and MamaPig reported the
stranger and had him blocked from the game!

Wolfer had to give up trying to get to
Brickster – that Little Pig was just too
CyberSmart!

Hey Kids! Remember to always protect
yourself online by doing these things:
• Make sure you use long, strong passwords that
nobody can guess and don’t share them with anyone
• Don’t click on links or attachments in emails or on the
internet if you weren’t expecting them
• Make sure that your Social Media accounts are private
and strangers can’t see what you post.
• Don’t talk to strangers online, you just don’t know who
you can trust
• If anything makes you scared or uncomfortable, tell
your trusted adult right away pg3
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Be Creative

Wolfer

Strawert
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Colourme in

brickster

Edwood
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Learn those
cyber terms!

Definitions:
Cyber - relating to electronic communication networks and
virtual reality.
Electronic Device - equipment that can connect to the
internet, such as laptops, tablets and phones.
Google - this is when you search for information (something
or someone) on the Internet using the Search Engine
Google.
Hacker - a person who uses computers to gain
unauthorized access to data.
Online - someone who is currently connected to the
internet.
Password - a secret series of characters that enable you to
access a file, computer or program.
Personal Information - this is your name, address, phone
number, credit card information, ID or location.
Phishing - when someone sends emails pretending to be
someone they are not to steal information such as
passwords or credit card information.
Protect - this is a proactive effort to protect against fraud,
theft and other forms of cybercrime.
Ransomware - a type of malicious software designed to
block access to a computer system until a sum of money is
paid
Search Engine - a program that searches through a
database, used especially for finding particular sites on the
World Wide Web (www) like Google.
Stranger - a person you don't know (Online or real-life)
USB - a computer port which can be used to connect
equipment to a computer
Virus - a piece of code that can copy itself and has a bad
effect on your device, such as corrupting the system or
destroying it.



Find the below words in the above puzzle:

CYBER ELECTRONIC DEVICE GOOGLE
HACKER ONLINE PASSWORD
PHISHING PERSONAL INFORMATION RANSOMWARE
PROTECT SEARCH ENGINE STRANGER
USB VIRUS

PS: Words can go in any direction and letters may cross over each other
See how many other words you can find NOT on this list :) pg8

Word Search



Spot 10 differences
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1. I will avoid giving out any personal details, such as
my name, address, phone number, email, password
or school name.

2. I will avoid opening emails, files or web pages from
people I don't know or trust.

3. I will always check with an adult before downloading.

4. I will never respond to strangers online.

5. I will tell an adult if something or someone online
makes me feel uncomfortable, scared or confused.

6. I will tell an adult if anyone online asks to meet me in
person.

7. I will block unwanted communication.

8. I will remember that posted information cannot be
deleted.

9. I will always think before I post.

10. I will use privacy settings on social media sites.

11. I will avoid sending any pictures of myself to a
stranger.

12. I will ask permission before posting photos of other
people on social media platforms.
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My cyber secure pledge
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